
We honestly had no idea a book, or movie

series if you will, had so much dark, and

ominous overtones, but as it turns out that’s

exactly the sort of thing camper Alec Gelfand

used as a pitch to convince us this was one of

the best movies (all of them I guess) ever. Alec’s

pitch won the “selling the coaches on your

favorite movie” contest, unique for this week

in camp. Other honorable mentions were

“Pokemon,” and “World War Z” (Max Lokhov

really likes Zombies).
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The other unique contests this week were the funniest t-shirt

event held on Thursday, even if there were limited options to

choose from and in the end, Avery won for his “Mona Lisa

Dabbing” black tee.

In standard events Shmuel won

first place in the section one

tournament with Max Lokhov a

close second (Max tricked Shmuel

into a stalemate in a lost position

and managed to save the half point

in their individual game). Kerry

Ding went four for four in section

two using a helper mate in his final

game to defeat Jonathan Bang and

claim first place (this will factor in

the simul event below), while both

Michael C, and Michael B (Chang

and Bang!) tied for second place. In

section three Leonard was the sole

winner with a perfect score, while

Vivienne finished in second.



In the simul competition, Jonathan

(who lost to Kerry above via a

helper mate earlier that same day),

used a helper mate to unexpectedly

defeat a complacent coach Liam,

who was dominating the game and

was more focused on the tougher

opponents. The win was enough to

secure Jonathan a victory in the

simul competition.

The best students in each group

were: Zachary in Slava’s group,

Michael C in Ivette’s group,

Leonard in Liam’s group, Yurito

(from Fort Lee School 3) in Sophie’s

group (Sophie was from

Fort Lee School 2), and Shmuel in

Dennis’s group (Dennis is formerly

from Fort Lee School 4). Btw,

pictures of all the campers were

taken by our resident photographer

Sonya (formerly of Fort Lee school

1).



In Sports groups the winners from youngest to oldest were Max,

Leonard, Michael B, Michael L, Alec, and Shmuel.

Igor won in Basketball, while despite a valiant effort from

Shmuel on the last day Alec managed to hold him off to win

the dodgeball prize.

The Avery sisters: Callista, and Sabrina won the math

competition, while Elan was again the winner for Art

according to Aparna.



Will won the trivia prize for the most random weird fact about

a country (apparently Russian cars don’t have automatic

brakes).

The Friday relay race winners

were the “Glory Falcons”

(Elan, Alec, Jonathan, and

Yurito) the victory coming on

the strength of a new event

called “rock/pebble

collecting” which the “Falcons

dominated with 202 rocks

collected in two minutes.

Finally, the winners of the

Friday blitz/bughouse event

were the team of Gita, and

Michael Chang.


